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One press 
use

Just press one button and...done! The shaver is very easy to use 
and the high efficiency of the built-in motor combined with 3 
stainless steel blades make quick work of any bits of lint.



Easy 
charging

To charge the battery built into the Evorei 
Kashmir fabric shaver, just connect it to power 
using the USB cable provided with the device.
A fully charged shaver can work for up to an hour.



For various 
textiles

Evorei Kashmir is made with universal use in mind. The device can easily 
get rid of lint on sweaters and fabrics of different weaves, surface and 
thickness.



Evorei Kashmir can freshen up cotton, wool, polyesters and other, 
more delicate fabrics. The most important parts of this device are 
the blades behind a metal mesh that you slide across your 
clothes. The mesh is 46 mm in diameter and has perforations of 
different sizes, making lint removal more efficient.

Efficient



Evorei Kashmir easily fits into your hands, while 
the big shaving surface makes it quick and easy 
to use.

Easy to use



Compact 
contained
Evorei Kashmir comes with a practical 
compartment for lint and other shaved off bits 
of clothing. Just lightly twist the casing to open 
and empty it.



Our product comes with three stainless steel blades that quickly shave off any lint and 
layers of old fabric, making your clothes look as good as new!

Three stainless 
steel blades



Design
The device was made with not just functionality, 
but also attractive visual design in mind. The shaver 
is a perfect fit for a lady’s purse and can be easily 
mistaken for an elegant bottle of perfume.



Gift
What is a perfect gift like? Pretty and 
functional, most of all. Evorei Kashmir is both, 
making it a gift that your family and friends can 
appreciate.



Modern
A true 21st century device! Standard 

fabric shavers tend to look bland. Kashmir 
breaks away from that stereotype, giving 

you a device you can be proud of. The 
end of lint is nigh - it’s Kashmir time!



Portable and mobile
The Evorei Kashmir fabric shaver is small, fitting 
inside most purses, letting you always take          
it with you. Additionally, it comes with a special 
bag for keeping the product in.



For every occasion
The elegant Evorei Kashmir fabric shaver gets rid 
of lint not just from sweaters, but also business 
suits and more delicate fabrics like satin 
or...kashmir!



Fabric shaver
Kashmir

Batteries:                                        

Work time:                                                       

LED charging indicator:         

ON/OFF button:                         

Automatic power off when the container is open:

Big container for shaved off pieces of fabric:

Power:

Colour: 

Weight:

Dimensions:

EAN code:

CN code:

Packaging dimensions:

Packaging weight:

PN:

2x 600mAh Ni-Mh 

50 min.  

Yes 

Yes

Yes

Yes

2 W 

Gold/Pink 

170 g 

88x88x81,5 mm

5902479672274

8509809000

110x110x110 mm

170 g

EVO-DOM-GL001


